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1. Introduction 
Very often in applied mathematics, we need to compute sequences of vectors which, under 
certain assumptions converge to the solution of the problem. But very often also, the convergence 
is so slow that the method is of no practical use. Thus, in such cases, it is fundamental to 
accelerate the convergence of the vector sequence. In this paper we shall be concerned with 
Henrici’s transformation which is a natural generalization to the vector case of the well-known 
Aitken’s A2 process. This transformation was given by Henrici [7], who defined two different 
ways of using it. The first one, mainly used for solving systems of nonlinear equations, is by 
cycling as in the well-known Steffensen method, and it has a quadratic convergence as proved in 
[8]. In this paper the second technique defined by Henrici will be studied. 
We shall begin by recalling some properties of Aitken’s A2 process. Afterwards we shall study 
Henrici’s transformation, i.e., we shall characterize its kernel and give a convergence acceleration 
theorem. We shall also give two different ways for implementing this transformation. The first 
one is a recursive algorithm called the H-algorithm [3,5], the second one is based on the 
Gram-Schmidt QR factorization [6]. Some other generalizations were studied in [lo]. This paper 
ends with some numerical examples to illustrate the behaviour of these implementations. 
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2. Aitken’s A2 process (scalar case) 
Let (s,) be a sequence of numbers converging to s. Aitken’s A* process consists in transfor- 
ming the sequence (s,) in the sequence (si) where: 
s:=s,-@g n=O,l,..., 
A2S, 
with As, = s,+i -s, and A’s, = A(As,) = As,,i -As,,. 
For the kernel we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Brezinski [2]). Suppose that Vn, a’s, # 0, i = 1, 2. A necessary and sufficient condition 
that, Qn, si = s, is that the sequence (s,) satisfies: 
aIlL% - s)+a,(s,+,-s)=O, witha,+a,#O. 
As an acceleration theorem we have the next theorem. 
Theorem 2 (Henrici [7]). If we appb Aitken’s A* process to a sequence of numbers (s,,) converging 
tos, if~,,+~ -s=(b+b,,)( s, - s), where b # 1 and lim b = 0, then: n-m n 
(1) the sequence (s,‘) is defined for n sufficiently large; 
(2) lim 5-Z_! =O_ n-+cc s,-s 
3. Definitions and notations 
In this section we shall introduce the notations and definitions to be used throughout this 
paper. x = (xi, x2,. . . , 
(a’, . . . , 
xp)T E C p denotes a p-dimensional complex vector and let A = 
aP) be the p X p complex matrix with columns aj = (a{, . . . , ai)T, j = 1,. . . , p. We shall 
2 also use the Euclidean vector norm ]Ix~]~ = (Cip_i]xi] ) 1’2 the induced matrix norm IIAl12 and the 
’ ’ Frobenius matrix norm llAllF = (C[j=llajj ) “*. We also denote p(A) the spectral radius of A. 
All matrices used in this paper are p Xp complex matrices and will be denoted with capital 
letters. 
Let now (s,,) be a sequence of complex vectors converging to s. To accelerate the convergence 
of such a sequence, Henrici proposed the following transformation [7, formula 5-35, p. 1161: 
h: (s,) -+ (h,), 
where 
h,=s,-AS,,(A2S,)-’ As,,, (1) 
and AiS, being the matrix whose columns are a’s,, . . . , &s,+~_ 1 for i = 1, 2. Of course the 
regularity of the matrices to be inverted is assumed. If p = 1, we have h, = s:. 
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4. Study of Henrici’s transformation 
h, can be expressed as a ratio of two determinants: 
sn . . . 
(As,,)l ;y:n+,,, ... S n+P @%l+,), 
h, = (As,), @%+1)2 ... (h%+,), 
iAs,), iA~,+dp ... iAs,+,), 
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1 1 . . . 1 
(As,), (As,+r>r ... @sn+p)l 
t W,,>, (Asn+,)z .-. @s,+~)~ 
iAs,,), ihs,,,), ... i‘%,+p)p 
> 
(2) 
where the (generalized) determinant in the numerator denotes the vector obtained by expanding 
it with respect to its first row and where (.); denotes the i th component of a vector. This result is 
an application of the extension of the Schur complement [4]. We will use this result for proving 
the next theorem. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that V’n, det( AS,,) Z 0 f or i = 1, 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that, 
Vn h, = s is that the sequence (s,,) satisfies 
5 ai(s,+i-s) =O, 
P 
V n withaiEC and xai=l. 
i=O i=O 
Proof. The sufficient condition is obvious. 
Necessary condition: if Vn, h, = s, then Vn 
s, - s . . . S 
n+P 
-S 
(AS,>, :itz,;, ... (ASn.,), 
@Sri))) @Sri+++ ... (A~n+p)~ =o. 
iB%)p iAs,+,), ... ib2+p,,~ 
Expanding this determinant we get 
i Xjn)(S,+i - s) = 0, V’n. 
i=O 
We also have 
a,, = i XI”) = det( A’S,,) z 0. 
i=o 
Setting a,(n) = ~!~)/a,,, (3) becomes 
P P 
(3) 
(4) 
c ai”)(s,+, - s) = 0, with c al”‘= 1. 
i=O i=O 
(5) 
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We must now prove that a!“’ is independent of n. By adding successively the rows 2, 3, . . . to 
the lst, 2nd, . . . components of the vectors in the first row, the relation (2) can be written: 
s n+l 
cai s 
s n+2 
@S,,S, 
hJ2 (A%+,>, -0. @sn+p)2 
iWp iA%+A, . . . &.+Jp 
For the same reason as above, we have Vn 
P P 
c aj”)(s,+,+l -s) = 0, with c ai”’ = 1. 
i=o r=O 
If we replace n by n + 1 in (5) and with (6), we have 
2 Aal”) = 0 and i Aa!“)(s,+,+l - s) = 0. 
i=o i=o 
Since det(A$+,) f 0, Aaj”) = 0, V’n, for i = 0,. . ., p. 0 
(6) 
Property 4. If the application of Henrici ‘s transformation to the sequences (s,) and (As,, + b) with 
A a regular matrix and b E C p, gives respectively h, and h”,, , then 
&,=Ah,+b. 
Proof. 
6,=As,+b-AAS,[AA2S,]-1AAs,=Ah,,+b. •I 
Let us now study the convergence and acceleration properties of this sequence transformation. 
Before this, some lemmas and definitions are needed. 
Lemma 5. Let A be a matrix. Then 
IIA-‘II2 G 
II4IpF-’ 
]det(A)) (p - l)(P-1)‘2. 
This lemma follows from [9, (23-16), p.1681. Let c be a real number, c > 0. We denote K(c) 
the set of square matrices defined by 
K(c)= A=(a’,..., aP)(a’#O, i=l,..., p and (det(A)(>c,filllai12 , 
l 1 
where a’, . . . , ap are the columns of A. 
Definition 6. A sequence of matrices (B,) is said to be uniformly invertible if and only if 
3d > 0, 3N such that B,, E K(d), Vn > N. 
This definition is inspired by [8]. 
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Lemma 7. Let (B,,) be a sequence of matrices converging to the zero matrix and let (U,) be a 
sequence of matrices uniformly invertible. If we set 
Un=(u,,...,u,+P_l) and j,,=(B,u,,..., B,,+p_l~n+p_I)Un-l, thenJimW&,=O. 
Proof. B,, can be written &, = C,V;’ with 
The first inequality follows from jIA11: =G llAjlr? = Cf,, II a’ 11;. Hence lim,,, I( C,, 11 2 = 0. Other- 
wise, by Lemma 5, we have 
II VII2 sz 
/I V, IIF ’ #P- I)/2 
1 det( V,) 1 (p - 1)(p-1)‘2 ’ d( p - l)(p-1)‘2 . 
Thanks to these lemmas, we have the following fundamental result. 
Theorem 8. Let (s,) be a sequence of complex vectors converging to s such that ( s,,+~ - s) = 
(B+B,,)(s,-s) with p(B)<1 and lim,,, B,, = 0. If the matrix sequence (AS,) is uniformly 
invertible, then 
(1) the sequence (h,) is defined for n sufficiently large; 
(4 
Ilh. -412 
E3 jls, -s))* = O. 
Proof. By assumptions the matrix B - I is regular and as As, = {(B - I) + B,, }(sn - s), then 
3Nl, Vn > N,, As,,, = B As, + C, As,, 
withC,,= {B,,+l(B+B,,)-Bn}(B-I+B,,~l and lim C,=O. 
n+cc 
Then 
A2s,+,=(B-I) As,,+~+C~+~ As,,+; for i=O,...,p-1. 
These equalities may be rewritten in a matrix form as 
A’S,,=(B-I) AS,+(C, As,,,..&+,_, As,+~-,). 
Since the sequence (AS,) is uniformly invertible, it follows: 
3N2, Vn > N,, the matrix AS,, is regular. 
(7) 
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Thus Vn > A$, (7) can be written as 
A’S, = (B - I)(I+ X,) AS,, with 
x,=(B-I)-‘@, As,,,..&,+,_, As,+,_i) AS,-‘. (8) 
Using Lemma 7 we deduce that lim “._+,X,, 4 0. Moreover 3N,, V’n > iV3, the matrices (I - X,) 
and A’S, are regular. Hence the first part of the theorem is proved. 
V’n > N3, we set (I + X,)-r = (I - D,,), then lim, _,D,, = 0, and (8) becomes 
Vn > N3, A2S,-’ = AS,-‘(I- D,)(B - I)-‘. 
Inserting (9) into (l), we readily obtain 
(9) 
h,-s=s,-s- (I-D,)(B-I)-’ As,, as As,= {(B-I) +B,}(s,-s), 
and we finally have 
h,-s= [I- (I-D,)(B-I)-‘{(B-I)+B,,}](s,-s), 
which ends the proof. 0 
We see that Henrici’s transformation satisfies the same properties as Aitken’s A* process (i.e., 
Theorems 1 and 2). 
5. Implementation 
We shall now see two different methods for implementing Henrici’s transformation. 
5.1. H-algorithm 
This algorithm was first introduced in [3]. We consider the following ratio of determinants: 
S” S n+1 . . . S n+k 
g,(n) g,(n+l) -** dn+k) 
g2(4 g,(n+l) ... g,(n+k) 
ikb) g,b + l) ... ikb +k) 
1 1 . . . 1 
s,(n) g,(n+l) *** s,(n+k) 
g2(4 g2b +1> ... g,(n+k) 
g,b) ;k(n+l) ... ik(n+k) 
where the ( gi( n)) are auxiliary scalar sequences. Using the vector Sylvester’s identity for the 
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numerators and the scalar one for the denominators, we obtain a recursive algorithm called the 
H-algorithm, for computing the Hi”’ ‘s: 
Hi”’ = Hi”‘, _ cn) 
AH;“‘, 
gk-13k Agg’r,, ’ n=o, l,..., 
Ag’“_’ k 1,r 
g::; = g:“)l,i - b$“),,k Agiyjl,k ) n =o, l,..., 
i=l,2 ,***, 
k= 1, 2,..., 
k=l,2 ,..., i>k, 
where A operates on the upper index n. 
We have the following result: 
if we set gi(n)=(A.s,); for i=l,...,p, then h,=Hj”). 
5.2. Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 
We consider here only the real case. Putting A, = A2S,, we shall show how to deduce A,+r 
from A,. For this, we use the method introduced in [6]. Suppose that the QR factorization of A, 
is known (i.e., A, = Q, X R,). 
For an integer n we have A, = Q, x R, with Q, an orthogonal matrix (QT x Q, = I), and R, 
an upper triangular matrix. 
Writing A,, = (at,. . . , a,“) = (at, i,,), with ai = A2s,+i_,, for i = 1,. . . , p, we have 
A n+l = A”,, A22s,+p). ( 
The factorization of in is deduced from Q, and R, exactly as in [6]. Afterwards we use the 
Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization [6] to obtain the factorization of 
For computing h,: 
(1) we factorize A2S, = Q, x R,; 
(2) we solve the linear system R,x = Qz As,,; 
(3) we compute h, = s, - A&x. 
Remark 9. We need 0( p3) arithmetic operations to compute h,, and 
from h,. The H-algorithm needs the same number of operations. 
6. Numerical examples 
A n+1- 
0( p2) for computing h,+l 
For comparison we shall give the results obtained by the vector c-algorithm of Wynn [ll] and 
the topological c-algorithm of Brezinski [l]. 
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Table 1 
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n SEQ HHA HQR VEA TEA 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2.221 
2.318 
2.414 
2.509 
2.604 
2.698 
2.792 
2.886 
2.979 
3.072 
3.629 
3.541 
3.351 
4.303 
4.821 
5.252 
5.657 
6.068 
6.532 
6.776 
3.629 
3.541 
3.351 
4.303 
4.821 
5.253 
5.657 
6.078 
6.537 
6.783 
5.617 4.456 
5.956 4.625 
6.277 4.788 
6.475 4.950 
6.684 5.114 
6.914 5.286 
7.142 5.477 
7.320 5.706 
7.529 6.007 
7.767 6.461 
Let us first recall their rules: 
(1) vector c-algorithm: 
&y=o, E. (n) = s 
p1 = &++) + [$;I -1, 
n =o, l,..., 
n,k=O,l,..., 
where the inverse y-r of y E CP is defined by y-r =y/II y 11:; 
(2) topological c-algorithm: 
n, k=O, l)...) 
where (.,.) is a bilinear form with ( (YU, j3b) = a/?( a, b) for all (Y, p E @, and y E C p. 
As before A is the forward difference operator acting on the superscript. 
The numbers given in Tables 1 and 2 denote the number of significant digits SD, defined by 
SD,, = - log,, I( Solution-Answer(n) 11 m, 
where 
(57, initial sequence, denoted SEQ, 
h n, implementation with the H-algorithm, denoted HHA, 
Answer(n) = { hn 3 implementation with the QR method, denoted HQR, 
(n) 
c2p 2 vector e-algorithm, denoted VEA, 
(n) 
,62p ) topological c-algorithm, with y, = i, denoted TEA. 
We shall be concerned with a sequence of the form s, + , = G(s,) where G is a mapping on IWP. 
Table 2 
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n Cll dn SEQ HHA HQR VEA TEA 
10 0.7.10-9 
11 0.9.10-‘0 
12 o.l~lo-‘” 
13 0.1.10-‘1 
14 0.2.10-‘2 
15 0.2.10-‘3 
16 o.3.10-‘4 
17 0.4.10-‘5 
18 0.4.10-‘6 
19 0.5.10-” 
0.3.1or2 3.913 09.869 09.847 09.270 08.457 
0.1 .10-2 4.214 10.646 10.581 10.046 09.233 
o.8.10-3 4.515 11.424 11.167 10.823 10.010 
0.4.10-3 4.816 12.201 11.584 11.600 10.787 
0.2.10-3 5.117 12.979 12.016 12.378 11.565 
o.9.10-4 5.419 13.757 12.268 13.156 12.343 
0.4. 1o-4 5.720 14.535 12.654 13.933 13.121 
o.2.10-4 6.021 15.313 13.108 14.711 13.899 
o.1.10-4 6.322 16.091 13.458 15.489 14.677 
0.6.10K5 6.623 16.870 13.772 16.266 15.455 
Example 10. 
G(x) = b + Ax + Q(X), 
with 
’ 2.25 0.01 0.05 0.50 
A = 0.01 1.75 
0.05 0.00 
0.00 0.05 1 
1.75 0.01 ’ 
\ .50 0.0  . 1 2.2  
b= (-0.81, -0.31, -0.31, -0.81)T, 
Q(x) = -0.5 (x; + xlxq, x;, xi, x1x4 + x:)~. 
With s0 = (1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8)T the sequence (s,) converges to the vector (1, 1, 1, l)T. 
Example 11. 
G,(x) = fxI - ix, + &(x1 - x,)~, G*(x) = -ix, + +x2 + &(x1 - x2)2. 
With s,, = (6, 4)T the sequence converges to the vector (0, O)T. Despite the fact that the sequence 
(AS,,) is not uniformly invertible, acceleration of convergence is however achieved. 
Setting c, = (det( AS,,) ) and d, = 
//As, i,;l;s,,, ,,2 ’ we have Tab1e 2’ 
We can show that lim c = lim n-03 n n _ ,d, = 0, which is confirmed by the numerical results, 
and that the sequence (AS,,) is not uniformly invertible. Although one of the assumptions of 
Theorem 8 is not satisfied, however Henrici’s transformation accelerates the convergence of the 
initial sequence. 
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